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Biodiversity is often described as having multiple facets, including species

richness, functional diversity and phylogenetic diversity. In this paper, we

argue that phylogenetic diversity itself has three distinct facets—lineage

diversification, character divergence and survival time—that can be quanti-

fied using distinct branch length metrics on an evolutionary tree. Each

dimension is related to different processes of macroevolution, has different

spatial patterns and is tied to distinct goals for conserving biodiversity

and protecting its future resilience and evolutionary potential. We compared

the landscapes identified as top conservation priorities by each of these three

metrics in a conservation gap analysis for California, a world biodiversity

hotspot, using herbarium data on the biogeography and evolutionary

relationships of more than 5000 native plant species. Our analysis incorpor-

ated a novel continuous metric of current land protection status, fine-scale

data on landscape intactness and an optimization algorithm used to identify

complementary priority sites containing concentrations of taxa that are evo-

lutionarily unique, vulnerable due to small range size and/or poorly

protected across their ranges. Top conservation priorities included pockets

of coastal and northern California that ranked highly for all three phylo-

diversity dimensions and for species richness, as well as sites uniquely

identified by each metric whose value may depend on whether properties

such as genetic divergence, high net diversification or independent survival

experience are most desirable in an Anthropocene flora.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Biological collections for understanding

biodiversity in the Anthropocene’.

1. Introduction
As we move toward the bottleneck of what may become the planet’s sixth mass

extinction [1], conservationists face the challenge of preserving as much biodiver-

sity as possible given imperfect knowledge and limited resources. Difficult

choices will have to be made about which taxa and landscapes to protect [2].

Finding efficient solutions to this problem is critical, and quantitative approaches

to conservation prioritization have accordingly received much attention in the

academic and applied literature, with particular emphasis on optimally locating

future reserves to maximize overall biodiversity protection [3,4].

One aspect of this issue that has attracted recent focus is which of biodiver-

sity’s multiple facets to target for conservation [5–7]. It has been increasingly

argued that instead of species richness, phylogenetic diversity (phylodiversity,

PD) offers a more conservation-relevant metric for biodiversity [8–10]. PD is

defined as the total length of all branches connecting a given set of terminal

taxa to the root of an evolutionary tree [8]; a set of species that are distantly

related or connected by long branches will thus have a higher collective PD

measure than a set of closely related species spanning short branches. Because

relatedness corresponds to shared evolutionary history and often shared func-

tional traits, focusing on PD rather than species richness during conservation
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divergence:
high PD on phylogram =
disparate assemblages
high PD on phylogram =
disparate assemblages

net diversification:
high PD on cladogram =

assemblages from
species-rich clades

high PD on cladogram =
assemblages from

species-rich clades

high PD on chronogram =
experienced assemblages

survival time:
high PD on chronogram =

experienced assemblages

time

net
speciation

mutations

Figure 1. Three facets of phylogenetic diversity: divergence, diversification
and survival time. The example phylogenies shown have identical topologies
and differ only in branch length metric. For each tree, the set of three term-
inal taxa with the maximum collective PD on that tree is highlighted, where
PD is the total length of the coloured branches connecting them (for the
chronogram and cladogram, multiple sets are tied for the maximum and
only one is shown). The assemblage of terminal taxa in a given geographical
location could be high in none, a subset, or all three of the dimensions, pla-
cing it in a given sector of the Venn diagram (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1). This same colour scheme is used on the maps in
figure 3. Note that, in practice, the number of taxa varies among geographical
areas and range size varies among taxa, both of which affect conservation
rankings; these are held constant in this figure. (Online version in colour.)
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prioritization is a basis for protecting non-redundant species

with complementary biological characteristics [10–12].

Numerous variants of PD have been introduced, includ-

ing alternative formulae as well as alternative variables

used to represent branch lengths on the tree [8,11–14]—a

proliferation of approaches that has led to calls for more

conceptual and empirical clarity about the conservation rel-

evance of PD metrics [15,16]. In this paper, we argue that

phylogenetic diversity has three distinct facets, each related

to different macroevolutionary processes and different con-

servation goals. Macroevolution comprises three distinct

processes: branching events (i.e. diversification), molecular

and phenotypic changes happening along the branches

(i.e. divergence) and persistence of branches through time

(i.e. survival). Each of these three theoretical processes gener-

ates empirical patterns that can be quantified using different

measures of branch length when calculating PD (figure 1;

electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

First, lineages experience episodic divergence, accumu-

lating changes in genetic, morphological or functional

characters. By default, most molecular phylogenies are ‘phy-

lograms’ with branch lengths representing the inferred

number of mutations in the genes used to construct the

tree. (While branch lengths can also represent phenotypic

characters, genetic characters are more common.) Assuming

that these genes reflect broader genotypic or phenotypic pat-

terns of evolutionary change, PD measured on a phylogram

will thus represent the total cumulative divergence of a given

set of extant taxa. The validity of this assumption is uncertain

for present phylogenetic methods that rely on relatively few

genes [13,17], but will improve with continuing advances

in whole-genome phylogenetics and functional genomics.

For now it is clear that although rates of molecular evolution

vary among genes, rates for individual genes are often per-

sistent within clades due to conserved characteristics such

as genetic architecture and life-history traits [18–21], which

suggests that molecular branch lengths may have utility in

broadly predicting diversity. Divergence across a clade in

genomic characteristics and associated functional traits is rel-

evant to conservation in two ways: it represents diversity in

biological attributes that may be critical to the goal of conser-

ving ecological function and character, and it could be used

to identify taxa with high evolutionary rates that could be

more resilient to future environmental change.

Secondly, evolutionary lineages either survive or go

extinct over time. Phylogenetic diversity is often assessed

on ‘chronograms’ with evolutionary branches measured

in units of time, generally estimated using fossil calibration

and molecular clocks. Chronogram PD represents the total

number of years that independent ancestral lineages

survived to give rise to a given set of taxa, which can be

interpreted as their combined ecological experience, or

their ancestors’ cumulative demonstrated success in per-

sisting through past environmental change. Targeting

this survival experience in conservation prioritization

could be a strategy for selecting a resilient biota more

likely to endure future anthropogenic environmental

change. This time-based strategy assumes either that survi-

val rates are somewhat evolutionarily conserved (as

commonly associated with certain life history traits [22])

or that properties of the geographical area itself increase

lineage survival rates (as commonly associated with

climatic refugia [23–25]).
Finally, lineages undergo occasional diversification—line-

age splitting events known as cladogenesis or speciation. PD

measured on a ‘cladogram’ phylogeny in which all branch

segments are of equal length represents the net number of

diversification events that gave rise to a set of taxa, and is

similar to early measures of taxonomic distinctiveness [26].

Importantly, diversification rates based on phylogenies of

extant taxa do not account for extinct lineages and undetected

past speciation events, and so must be viewed as net diversi-

fication rates; while this obscures insights that might come

from disentangling instantaneous rates of speciation and

extinction, it still generates a metric of longer-term net specia-

tion that is relevant to evolution and conservation. Like rates

of divergence or survival, rates of net diversification can be

properties of clades due to life-history characteristics

[22,27], or can be driven by landscape features that influence

metapopulation dynamics [28]. Prioritizing the protection of

such lineages and landscapes could be a long-range strategy

for conserving the underlying engines of diversification

[29,30], which may be crucial in regenerating biodiversity

following an anthropogenic mass extinction.

Here, we consider these alternative evolutionary metrics

in the context of a conservation gap analysis for the vascular

flora of California. California’s biota is both highly diverse

and highly threatened, making it a global conservation

priority under a wide variety of prioritization schemes [4].

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Compared with other global biodiversity hotspots, California

also has a biota whose biogeography and systematics are

uncommonly well documented [31,32], allowing for more

robust assessments and making it a good methodological

study system. The diversity of California’s flora has been

extensively catalogued in herbaria, which house millions of

specimens representing more than 5000 native vascular

plant species; these records are largely digitized and publicly

available [33] and form the basis of our analysis.

DNA and geolocations from these herbarium specimens

were used in prior studies by our group to model both the

phylogenetic and biogeographical relationships of the

native California flora at unprecedented levels of detail

[34,35]. In this study, we leverage those same datasets, in

combination with high-resolution data on land protection

status and landscape intactness, to identify optimal future

conservation priorities for native California plants. We com-

pare conservation priorities based on the three phylogenetic

metrics as well as traditional species richness.

While these PD metrics can be used to assign conservation

value to a given taxon, it is also important to consider a

taxon’s vulnerability when setting conservation priorities [4].

In the absence of sufficiently detailed data on IUCN threat

status necessary to calculate metrics such as EDGE scores

[14], geographical range size has been found to be a strong

predictor of species extinction risk [36]. By weighting clades

at every level by the inverse of their range sizes [37], PD calcu-

lations can be adjusted to give range-restricted branches extra

weight, deriving a synthetic prioritization metric called phylo-

genetic endemism (PE [38]) that underpins our analysis. (We

use the term ‘endemism’ in reference to a continuous measure

of the inverse of range size, not absolute restriction to a par-

ticular area as it has traditionally been used.) Geographies

with high concentrations of PE represent opportunities to effi-

ciently conserve large fractions of the ranges of many

vulnerable taxa while protecting relatively small areas of land.

This efficiency is critical in optimizing biodiversity con-

servation given limited resources. As redundancies among

geographical areas with similar taxonomic composition

make the value of preserving any given site dependent on

which other sites are also preserved, reserve planning efforts

typically use optimization algorithms to identify sets of pri-

ority sites with complementary taxa [39,40]. We used

forward stepwise selection, an algorithm similar to the

reverse stepwise method implemented in the widely used

Zonation software [39]. The algorithm generates a nested

set of conservation priorities that considers complementarity

while identifying immediate priorities and discounting land

protection choices more heavily the farther into an uncertain

future they would need to be made. Highly ranked sites are

those that are (1) currently poorly protected and (2) contain

concentrations of taxa that are (a) small-ranged, (b) poorly

protected across their ranges and/or (c) high in whatever

evolutionary attribute is represented by the phylogenetic or

non-phylogenetic metric that was used.
2. Material and methods

(i) Species distributions
Our spatial analysis is based on the California native vascular

plant species occurrence dataset described in Baldwin et al. [34],

comprising more than 1.2 million quality-controlled occurrence
records from herbarium specimens and available in an online

repository [41]. The 5221 species in the dataset represent nearly

every described native plant species recognized in California as

of 2015, with an average of 176 occurrence records per species.

Thornhill et al. [35] detail the methods we used to fit distri-

bution models for all 5221 species. In brief, modelled ranges

incorporated Maxent niche models [42] representing climatic

suitability, as well as distances to observed occurrence records

representing non-climatic range constraints such as dispersal

limitation, edaphic specialization and source–sink dynamics.

Here, we reduced the width of the Gaussian distance kernel stan-

dard deviation from 50 to 25 km, a trade-off that may result in

underpredicting the ranges of some widespread species but

limits overpredicting the distributions of highly range-restricted

taxa, which are the primary concern for conservation planning

and exert greater leverage in our analysis.

The model outputs are suitability scores for each species ran-

ging from 0 to 1 for every 810 m grid cell, with high values for

grid cells that are both environmentally suitable and geographi-

cally close to recorded occurrences. We use these continuous

values throughout the subsequent analysis, avoiding the arbitrary

and information-degrading step of thresholding the predicted

suitabilities into binary presence–absence values. Because relative

occurrence probabilities from species distribution models are posi-

tively correlated with species abundances [43], conservation

prioritizations based on these values can be viewed as giving

higher weight to either locations where species are more likely

to occur or where population sizes may be larger.

(ii) Landscape intactness
California’s landscapes have been highly impacted by human

activities, with less than 25% of primary vegetation in the Cali-

fornia Floristic Province remaining intact [44]; we incorporated

habitat integrity into distribution models to account for the

lower likelihood that species persist in urbanized and agricul-

tural landscapes. (Note that while this approach emphasizes

conservation of pristine habitats, there are also critical roles for

conservation in urban and working landscapes that are beyond

the scope of this study.) We used a California landscape intact-

ness dataset created for conservation planning applications by

Degagne et al. [45] that incorporates urbanization, agriculture,

pollution, roads, resource extraction, fragmentation and invasive

species, among other factors. This index has values ranging from

2 1 to 1 for 1 km grid cells, which we rescaled from 0 to 1 and

converted to our 810 m modelling grid (figure 2a) using near-

est-neighbour resampling. Modelled species presence values in

each grid cell were multiplied by these scalars to reflect expected

reductions in occurrence and abundance in heavily impacted

landscapes; this was done post hoc rather than by incorporating

intactness as a predictor in the distribution models, because

many of the herbarium records predate recent anthropogenic

land-use changes. Species richness can be estimated by summing

these final suitabilities across all species in a cell (figure 2d ).

After incorporating landscape intactness, we upscaled model

outputs from 810 m to 15 km using spatial averaging of the fine-

scale suitability values. All subsequent analysis was performed

at the 15 km grid scale, a resolution chosen to emphasize land-

scape-scale conservation opportunities and allow comparability

with prior studies [34,35].

(iii) Phylogeny
Thornhill et al. [35] created a phylogenetic dataset [46] represent-

ing every California plant species with DNA sequences from

GenBank as well as newly generated from herbarium specimens

or fresh leaf tissue. In the absence of DNA sequence data for

every species, they were grouped into 1083 monophyletic ‘oper-

ational taxonomic units’ (OTUs) based on published molecular

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Factors contributing to baseline landscape conservation opportunity, mapped at 1 km grain size for the state of California. (a) Landscape intactness [45],
with scores ranging from 0 where native ecosystems have been entirely destroyed to 1 where human impacts are minimal. (b) Land unprotected status, one minus
current protection score, ranging from 0 for cells composed entirely of highly protected public lands to 1 for cells composed entirely of unprotected private lands.
(c) Unprotected intactness, the product of a and b, with high scores representing high potential for conservation gains assuming biodiversity is evenly distributed.
(d) Plant species richness, modelled using herbarium records, climate data and landscape intactness, rescaled from 0 to 1. (Online version in colour.)
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studies. A phylogeny of the OTUs was then constructed from

nine genetic markers using RAxML (electronic supplementary

material, figure S2).

We used species-level distributions to calculate distribution

maps for every lineage in this phylogenetic tree, including

OTUs and all parent groups. This was done following estab-

lished methods for phylogenetic aggregation of occurrence

probabilities [47] using the formula pij ¼ 1�
QM

m¼1 (1� pim),

where pij is the presence weight of clade j in cell i and pim is

the presence weight of member species m in cell i.

(iv) Land conservation status
While most prior phylodiversity conservation studies have trea-

ted land conservation status as a binary variable, levels of

biodiversity protection in fact vary on a gradient from unpro-

tected private land to highly protected public land, with many

intermediate designations offering partial protection. We there-

fore developed a continuous score varying from 0 to 1, which

aims to represent how the long-term security of resident biodi-

versity varies by land management class. These conservation

status scores were assigned at the parcel level using spatial data-

sets on protected areas [48], conservation easements [49] and

wilderness areas [50], as well as military and tribal lands. Parcels

were grouped into categories based on ownership and manage-

ment, ranked independently by the authors using a 0–4 scale,

averaged across author rankings and rescaled from 0 to

1. Parcel scores were then averaged within 15 km grid cells,

weighted by parcel area (figure 2b).

(v) Branch protection
We calculate the proportion of each branch’s geographical range

that is protected using the equation Cj ¼
Pn

i¼1 ( pijsi=Rj), where

‘branch’ here refers to a lineage segment (or simply a terminal

taxon for the non-phylogenetic measures). Cj is the proportion

of the range of branch j that is protected, pij is the occurrence

probability of branch j in grid cell i, si is the conservation status

score of grid cell i and Rj is the California range size of branch

j, defined as the sum of pij across all cells.

The protection level for each lineage is then converted into a

conservation ‘benefit’ value that assigns higher importance to

protecting populations of poorly protected lineages. This is

done using the equation Bj (C, l) ¼ (1� (1� Cj)
2l )1=2l , where l
is a free parameter defining the rate of diminishing returns.

The use of this nonlinear benefit function is analogous to the

‘additive benefit function’ in the Zonation software [39]. Elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S3 shows how l affects

the function shape; except as otherwise noted we use l ¼ 1.
(vi) Conservation optimization
We used forward stepwise selection to identify future conserva-

tion priorities. We also tried backward stepwise elimination

and it yielded nearly identical results. Our algorithm begins

with the current conservation status landscape (one minus the

scores shown in figure 2b), and calculates the hypothetical mar-

ginal value of increasing each cell’s conservation status from its

current level to 1 (full protection, e.g. a national park), using

the following equation:

MVi ¼
Xn

j¼1

vj B Cj þ
pij(1� si)

Rj
, l

� �
� B (Cj, l)

� �
, (2:1)

where vj is the length of branch j (or 1, in the case of non-

phylogenetic measures), and all other variables are as described

above. This change is implemented for the cell with the highest

marginal value, and the process is repeated, recalculating the

conservation status of every lineage and every grid cell at each

step, until all cells are fully protected.

We generated conservation prioritizations using five variants

of the input dataset: species (no phylogeny), OTUs (no

phylogeny), OTUs on the cladogram, OTUs on the chronogram

and OTUs on the phylogram. We also generated alternative

prioritizations for three types of sensitivity analysis: a

‘California-restricted’ comparison using a subset of the species

dataset containing only species whose ranges are entirely

restricted to California (to test for edge effects resulting from

the study area boundary), a ‘blank slate’ comparison using a

version of the dataset in which both landscape intactness and

the current distribution of protected lands were ignored (to

gain insight into how these factors constrained the differences

among methodological choices), and finally a ‘jackknife’

approach comparing four variants of the marginal value function

each ignoring variation in taxon range size, taxon range protec-

tion status, total site diversity or phylogeny (to assess the

relative importance of these factors in shaping priorities).

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Variation in spatial conservation priorities among the three phylogeny-based metrics. Colour indicates the scheme or schemes under which cells were
selected as high priorities, with black cells ranked highly under all schemes, white/grey cells ranked low under all schemes and coloured cells ranked highly under a
subset of schemes—see figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, figure S1 for details. (a) The top 50 highest priority sites for the three metrics; the
background shows unprotected intactness as in figure 2c, with darker grey for unlikely priorities that are already protected or degraded. (b) Continuous
threshold-free ranks for all sites for the metrics. (c) Same as b, but for the ‘blank slate’ analysis that ignores current protected land and landscape intactness
and uses l ¼ 0. b and c are visualized using a continuous three-dimensional version of the discrete colour palette shown in the legend, with intermediate
colour shades indicating intermediate priority. Major roads are shown for reference.
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While these conservation prioritizations do not involve

directly calculating spatial phylodiversity statistics such as

PD or PE, we also calculated several such metrics for reference

(electronic supplementary material, table S1). All analyses were

done in R [51].
3. Results

(i) Spatial patterns
Conservation priorities differed among methods, though

rankings were correlated overall, with shared priorities con-

centrated in pockets of the immediate coast, Coast Ranges

and Sierra Nevada foothills. Some sites differed in ranking

by nearly two orders of magnitude across metrics (electronic

supplementary material, figure S6). We interpret the five

metrics in two groups of three: a chronogram-phylogram-

cladogram comparison of the three facets of phylodiversity,

and a species-OTU-chronogram comparison of richness

versus phylodiversity.

Sites on the North Coast near Eureka, in the Diablo Range

east of San Jose, and in the northern Sierra Nevada foothills

near Chico were among the fifty highest ranked priorities

for all three phylodiversity facets (figure 3a)—but each

facet also identified top priorities that were unique, with
evolutionary time-focused priorities (cyan, blue, green) con-

centrated in northern California, divergence-focused

priorities (yellow, green, red) concentrated in the Central

Coast and central Sierra Nevada foothills, and diversifica-

tion-focused priorities (magenta, red, blue) found mostly

near the coast with higher prevalence in the south.

Results for the full rankings rather than just the top priori-

ties (figure 3b), and for the blank slate analysis (figure 3c)

move successively farther away from representing conser-

vation priorities and toward representing the evolutionary

characteristics of the underlying endemic biodiversity.

These results indicate, for example, that the Sacramento

Valley is home to concentrations of taxa from lineages with

greater survival and divergence than diversification (green),

areas along the eastern California border are home to taxa

from young but species-rich clades (magenta, red) and the

Sonoran Desert is home to taxa that have undergone particu-

larly rapid rates of divergence (yellow). Endemism weighting

means these patterns are driven mostly by lineages with

relatively small California ranges.

Priority rankings based on the species, OTU and chrono-

gram metrics differed even more starkly in some areas than

did the three phylogeny-based metrics (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S5). Species-based priorities

were concentrated along the Central Coast of California,

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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geny—in driving conservation priorities for the chronogram-based analysis.
(a) Results of jackknife sensitivity analysis comparing the final region-wide
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lineages and their attributes to the conservation value of the top-ranked
grid cell. (Online version in colour.)
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while phylogeny-based priorities were more concentrated in

coastal and interior reaches of far northern California. The

OTU metric, an intermediate method that shares attributes

of both the species and phylogenetic datasets, yielded very

few priorities that were not shared with one of these other

datasets; OTU priorities overlapped more with the chrono-

gram priorities than with the species priorities. Differences

notwithstanding, all three methods also identified shared

priorities as mentioned above.

(ii) Reserve efficiency
The performance efficiency of the stepwise reserve optimiz-

ation algorithm can be visualized as a curve tracing the

proportion of total biodiversity benefit protected across

the region as an additional site is protected at each step of

the algorithm. As designed, poorly protected taxa accumu-

lated additional protection more rapidly than well-protected

taxa (electronic supplementary material, figure S7a). Incor-

porating phylogenetic information in the prioritization

improved the efficiency of the reserve network in protecting

evolutionary diversity—for example, using the chronogram

to select the 25 highest-priority sites would protect 20%

more of the currently unprotected chronogram PD than

using species to select sites (electronic supplementary

material, figure S7b).

(iii) Drivers of conservation value
Underlying the final conservation prioritizations are strong

spatial patterns in different characteristics of biodiversity

(electronic supplementary material, figure S4 and table S1).

The jackknife analysis quantified the importance of four major

variables (phylogeny, range protection status, endemism and

diversity) in shaping spatial patterns of conservation priority,

and found that they influenced chronogram-based rankings

in that order of increasing importance (figure 4a); an alternative

that ignored all four variables, ‘unprotected intactness’ (a com-

bination of intactness and conservation status as in figure 2c)

explained half of the spatial variation in the final chronogram

priorities. Conservation priorities were not strictly limited to

sites with low current protection—the top 100 priorities

included sites with current protection scores as high as 0.6

out of 1 (electronic supplementary material, figure S10).

These four drivers also operate on taxa within individual

grid cells to help determine a cell’s marginal value. For the

top-ranked cell for the chronogram dataset, located in north-

ern coastal California near Eureka, 73% of the cell’s value

comes from just 10 lineages (figure 4b). These select taxa

are most exceptional in their endemism scores, which decline

more rapidly than branch length, presence probability or con-

servation status outside the top-ranked taxa. Owing to the

weight given to endemism in our optimization, threatened

range-restricted taxa such as Aphanisma blitoides, Bergerocactus
emoryi and Dicranostegia oppositifolia contributed strongly to

priority cells for all facets. Examples of notable taxa contri-

buting disproportionately to priorities for individual facets

included Chamaecyparis lawsoniana and Sequoia sempervirens
(for the chronogram), Stemodia durantifolia (for the phylo-

gram) and Constancea nevinii and Lyonothamnus floribundus
(for the cladogram).

The California-restricted analysis yielded conservation

priorities that were mostly similar to the version with all

species, but without the priority areas on the extreme
northern (and to a lesser extent southern) end of the Califor-

nia coast (electronic supplementary material, figure S8). The

blank slate analysis yielded priorities that differed far more

among the five phylogenies than in the full formulation con-

strained by existing preserves and landscape intactness

(figures 3b,c; electronic supplementary material, figures

S5b,c and S9).

In addition to the final results presented here, the under-

lying data including modelled ranges of every taxon, spatial

biodiversity patterns (electronic supplementary material,

figure S4), and phylogenies (electronic supplementary

material, figure S2) are incorporated into an interactive web

application that allows users to explore how patterns of

occurrence, endemism, branch length and conservation

status vary across geography, within local communities,

and across the phylogenetic tree. The tool is available

online at http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/phylodiversity/.
4. Discussion
This study represents one of the most comprehensive

biodiversity gap analyses, to date, for the native flora of

California, incorporating extensive herbarium-based data on

both the spatial distributions and evolutionary relationships

of its full native vascular plant flora of more than 5000

species, a new high-resolution index of current land

http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/phylodiversity/
http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/phylodiversity/
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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conservation status, and detailed data on landscape intact-

ness across the region. Our results identify priority areas for

increased protection of evolutionarily distinct and currently

vulnerable taxa in one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots,

findings that can serve as a guide for future conservation

applications.

One novel aspect of our prioritization analysis is the use

of a continuous scoring system, rather than a binary variable,

to model current land conservation status. This approach has

two advantages. First, it increases the realism of taxon protec-

tion scores, reflecting, for example, that populations in

national parks are likely more secure than those in national

forests due to land management differences. Second, it recog-

nizes a role in conservation strategies for increased protection

of sites that are currently moderately protected. For example,

an important fraction of high priority sites in our analysis

already have intermediate protection, but were still priori-

tized for increases due to their exceptional biodiversity

value (electronic supplementary material, figure S10). These

priorities are thus relevant not only for establishing new

protected areas, but just as importantly for allocating man-

agement zones within moderately protected areas such as

national forests that must balance multiple uses including

recreation, resource extraction and biodiversity conservation.

It is important to consider potential sampling bias in the

herbarium data used in our analysis [52]. While California

has been extensively botanized relative to most other regions

[31], the number of herbarium specimens varied across

species and grid cells in our dataset [34]. Two factors help

to mitigate the effect of this nonrandom sampling on our

results. First, species distribution models, in general, can

help by projecting occurrences into poorly sampled areas

[53], and in our models we further explicitly account for

sampling bias in our selection of background training data

[35]. Second, it is known that herbarium collections are

biased toward documenting novel and endemic diversity

[34,54], which makes them a far more complete represen-

tation of local floristic composition than a random sample

would be. Still, it remains possible that our results omit

undocumented biodiversity hotspots in remote areas.

Phylogenetic diversity measures have emerged as an

increasingly recommended approach to biodiversity quantifi-

cation for conservation prioritization [8,38,55], but there have

been calls for more clarity about the conservation relevance of

different kinds of phylodiversity metrics [15]. While phylodi-

versity is often considered a single dimension of biodiversity,

we assessed the conservation relevance of conceptual and

empirical differences among three dimensions of phylodiver-

sity, as well as comparing them to two non-phylogenetic

biodiversity metrics. The five metrics identified largely simi-

lar regions of California as high conservation priorities for

native plants. These portions of the immediate coast, Coast

Ranges and Sierra Nevada foothills can be seen as good

candidates for future conservation regardless of which

aspects of biodiversity are most valued.

Our conservation priorities were driven primarily by

factors shaping patterns of native plant occurrence

(taxonomic richness and landscape intactness) and vulner-

ability (current land protection and taxon range sizes).

These variables narrow the range of reasonably attractive

conservation sites in the same way for all five biodiversity

metrics, and so unsurprisingly, differences among the five

metrics emerged as second-order patterns, with greater
differences between traditional richness and phylogenetic

approaches than among the three phylogenetic approaches.

Endemism played a particularly strong role in defining priori-

ties shared among diversity facets, as weighting taxa by the

inverse of range size places an extreme emphasis on prioritiz-

ing the most highly restricted lineages; for studies that might

reasonably choose a milder range-weighting function, priori-

ties would likely diverge more among metrics. Landscape

intactness and current protection status also shaped shared

priorities—when we removed those variables, prioritization

differences among diversity facets increased roughly fivefold

(figure 3; electronic supplementary material, figures S5 and

S9). These observations caution that the choice among biodi-

versity metrics may make an even greater difference in other

regions than it did in California, where most landscapes are

already either degraded or protected.

Subsets of the five diversity metrics address different

aspects of how evolution is quantified in biodiversity studies.

Comparing the species, OTU and chronogram metrics, which

represent progressive aggregations of species into larger

clades and then nested aggregation of those clades on a phy-

logeny, highlights the importance of taxonomic resolution

and evolutionary relatedness in conservation prioritization.

It has been argued that even if phylogenetic diversity is

conceptually preferable to species richness for conservation

purposes, the latter serves as an adequate surrogate as

the two metrics are correlated [4]; while we indeed found

positive correlations, the top 25 sites selected using chrono-

gram-based PD contained 20% more PD than did the

top 25 sites selected using species richness (electronic

supplementary material, figure S7b), suggesting that species

richness is an inefficient surrogate for PD. The schemes also

differed in the broad geographical areas they identified as

top priorities, with northern California prized more highly

for phylodiversity and central California for species diversity

(electronic supplementary material, figure S5). This implies

that species and OTUs in central California are more clo-

sely related than those in the north, a pattern that is

corroborated by the relative values for mean phylogenetic

diversity in these two regions (electronic supplementary

material, figure S4) and consistent with prior studies [35].

Such differences between taxonomic richness and

chronogram diversity are indeed expected for biodiverse

regions with imbalanced phylogenetic trees and high

environmental heterogeneity [56].

Comparisons among the chronogram-, phylogram- and

cladogram-based results address how valuing evolutionary

lineages based respectively on their cumulative time since

divergence, ancestral mutation rates or net cladogenesis

affects conservation priorities. While there was more overlap

among these three rankings than among the three discussed

above, differences between them highlight key characteristics

of certain priority sites. For example, comparisons between

cladogram and chronogram metrics have been used to ident-

ify areas of neo- and paleoendemism [55], concentrations of

recently or anciently diverged taxa that correspond, respect-

ively, to the magenta–red and cyan–green cells in figure 3.

From a conservation perspective, centres of neoendemism

represent opportunities to conserve potentially ongoing evol-

utionary radiations that could drive future diversification

[28,30], while areas of paleoendemism represent opportu-

nities to conserve collections of lineages that have persisted

independently across exceptionally long stretches of time.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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The latter are found predominantly in areas of low historic

climate velocity that may have played a role in reducing the

extinction rates of ancient lineages [23,25,57], suggesting

these landscapes could also be important to conserve as

future climate refugia as well.

Contrasts between phylogram- and chronogram-based

PD indicate differential rates of historic genetic change.

Sites harbouring assemblages that rank highly on the phylo-

gram but not the chronogram, or vice versa, could be termed

centres of evolutionary dynamism and stability, respectively.

We identified priority areas of dynamism in the mediterra-

nean and desert regions of southern and eastern California

(yellow–red cells, figure 3), and priority areas of stability

along the central and northern coast and the northern interior

of the state (cyan–blue cells). These phylogenetic patterns

correlate with a history of paleoclimatic dynamism versus

stability of these regions [57,58], hinting at a connection

between environmental change and rates of character diver-

gence [59], independent of previously published connections

with rates of speciation and extinction [57].

Phylogenetic diversity is a potentially useful conservation

prioritization tool for two distinct but not mutually exclusive

goals: preserving the present diversity and function of the

biota, and preserving its future evolutionary potential and

ecological resilience. Applications should evaluate the three

branch-length metrics discussed here against each of these

two goals, both for theoretical relevance as discussed in

the introduction and for empirical confidence based on

uncertainty in the phylogeny used.

In the case of our empirical analysis, there is phylogenetic

uncertainty associated with each of the three branch-length

metrics. For the cladogram, a primary concern is missing

taxa—while our phylogeny represents almost every

described native plant species in California, it includes only

California species, and many terminals represent multiple

species. Both aspects will cause underestimation of

cladogram PD, which could be biased if missing taxa are

non-randomly distributed in space or on the phylogeny.

Assuming phylogenetic clustering at broad spatial scales

due to niche conservatism or dispersal limitation, the largest

bias from excluding non-California species would be

expected near the state borders; the fact that most areas

with high diversification relative to survival time occurred

near the state border runs counter to this expectation and

suggests this issue may not be unduly influencing the results.

Uncertainty in cladogram PD will decline as the extent and

resolution of phylogenies continue to rapidly improve in

future studies.

For the phylogram, a relatively small number of lineages

have notably long branches indicating rapid molecular

change. While there is inevitable uncertainty in inferred mol-

ecular branch lengths and their connection to functional

traits, the qualitative observation that the lineages with the

longest branches include many parasitic or carnivorous
plants (e.g. members of the genera Arceuthobium, Cuscuta,

Drosera, Pilostyles and Utricularia) representing major changes

in ecological function strengthens the interpretation that these

branches correspond to large phenotypic changes.

Chronograms with time-based branch lengths are per-

haps the most commonly used phylogenies in PD analyses

[16]. Because the chronogram has dating constraints on tips

and on numerous internal nodes and has branch lengths

minimally affected by missing taxa, our PD uncertainty for

persistence time is arguably lower than for the other branch

length metrics. This does not mean, however, that chrono-

gram PD is the best predictor of functional or genomic

diversity. Indeed, though survival time does represent the

potential for character divergence [11], an important recent

study found that in fully a third of cases, chronogram PD

was a worse surrogate for functional diversity than was

species richness [60], though it did not evaluate alternative

branch metrics. Further research should focus on whether

chronogram or phylogram PD best predicts standing

diversity in genes and functional traits [16,17].

Further research should also address empirical uncertain-

ties surrounding the use of PD as a predictor for future

macroevolutionary and ecological resilience, beyond its use

as a surrogate for standing diversity. Studies have found that

species extinction risk is phylogenetically clustered [61,62]

and that range size is negatively correlated with evolutionary

distinctiveness [37], suggesting that macroevolutionary history

can be a key predictor of vulnerability. But while the three

facets of phylogenetic diversity have theoretical relevance to

future conservation, it remains largely unknown how the

diversification, divergence and independent survival histories

of individual lineages or species assemblages will predict their

responses to Anthropocene environmental change.
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